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GTASA GEOGRAPHY CONFERENCE REFLECTIVE REPORT 2019 

LAURA CONLEY 

INTRODUCTION 

I was fortunate enough to attend the GTASA conference this June to collaborate with 

experienced teachers and researchers exploring how Geography is shaping our future. The two-

day course at Hindmarsh offered an array of seminars which highlighted the importance of using 

relevant and engaging pedagogies to encourage life-long learning for students whilst also 

teaching practical geographical skills. Mark Howden introduced the course with a thought-

provoking presentation on today’s most pressing issue: global warming. He discussed the 

importance of urgent global and national change, encouraging greater efficiencies of technology 

and transport and a reconsideration of land use and the foods we eat. These ideas led into how 

us, as middle and high schooling educators, can inspire our students to make small changes 

within their daily lives which hopefully will generate larger actions on a wider long-term scale.  

Within the following reflective report, I discuss my initial ideas, feelings and expectations of the 

GTASA two-day course this June and what impact it has had on my teaching, learning and 

personal development as an early-careers teacher since. The report will delve into my future 

aspirations for students and how I can continue to encourage life-long learning in Geography as 

well as inquiry and global connectedness. The pitch to transform Blackwood High Schools last 

week of a school into a Sustainability Expo Week is considered as the main contributor on my 

behalf of how I could utilise the knowledge and strategies gained from the GTASA course to 

improve my school site and everyone involved in the Blackwood High school community.  

 

MY SITE: BLACKWOOD HIGH SCHOOL  

My name is Laura Conley a recent graduate from Flinders University who has been privileged 

with the opportunity to land her first-year teaching contract at Blackwood High School. 

Interestingly, originally hired in the Physical Education faculty, I majored, studied and hold a 

great passion for Geography and through this have been heavily involved with the Humanities 

team at Blackwood. Further, I am found to be one of the few Geography trained teachers at the 

school as the humanities staff are all predominately trained in History. This has been an exciting 

opportunity for me to share my knowledge and ideas with the faculty and add new elements to 

their current curriculums to spark interest and more relevant practices within their Geography 

classes. Furthermore, Blackwood follows the International Baccalaureate curriculum within the 

middle years allowing me to consider Individuals and Societies which holds an educational 

philosophy surrounding global contexts of inquiry, sustainability and the development of 

geographical skills.  
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The Humanities faculty at Blackwood have set a personal development meeting early next term 

with time allocated for me to collaborate and share my ideas from the GTASA conference. 

Fortunately, over the course of the two days I took pages of notes and added to unit and lesson  

plans with new ideas, tools and strategies valuable for teaching and learning. I also bought two 

literacy textbooks at the conference which can be shared amongst the faculty.  

 

THE GTASA – GEOGRAPHY TEACHERS ASSOCIATION SOUTH AUSTRALIA  

After listening to Mark Howden who kick started the conference, I enrolled in the SACE 

seminars to expose myself to the senior year’s geography programmes. I did this with the 

intention to familiarise myself with expectations as Blackwood High doesn’t currently offer Stage 

1 or Stage 2 Geography but I am hoping to change this in the future. However, for this to 

happen it is vital that interest is sparked for students in the middle-years so they can continue to 

learn and pursue Geography. I am continually encouraging inquiry and hands on learning and 

hope that Humanities teachers at Blackwood can adopt some new engaging initiatives within 

their teaching of Geography.  

The second day of the conference exposed me to copious resources and online modules – with 

clear links to both the Australian Curriculum and the IBMYP (International Baccalaureate Middle 

Years Program). Some resources introduced that I found highly useful were:  

 spatial technologies story maps 

 contouring education resources  

 geospatial sciences 

 hazard and disaster relief maps 

 general mapping tools and interactive online maps 

 tools for interconnection and globalisation 

 tools for wellbeing, urban and place 

 satellite imagery 

 field work ideas and collection of data apps 

Being able to have a play with these tools throughout the day with support from teachers was 

rewarding. The wealth of knowledge presented was exceptional which allowed me to walk away 

from the conference motivated to implement new tools and strategies to my teaching and further 

contribute this to my site.  
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CONTRIBUTION TO MY SITE 

When reflecting on the two-day GTASA conference as a whole the first thing that came to mind 

was how could I encourage the students and staff to be more of a sustainable school? Then, 

something that I feel strongly about came to mind, the litter I see around the yard. Why is this a 

problem at Blackwood? What incentives do the children have to put their rubbish in the bin? Are 

they uneducated about littering and the effects on the environment? Why is this behaviour so 

prominent? Have they not been taught to put their rubbish in bins growing up? I then had a 

couple of conversations with leadership about this and we discussed strategies. But how could 

I, as a geography trained teacher and one who is passionate about the environment and 

sustainability have the largest impact on the site for all staff, students and even parents and 

families? I concluded that as sustainability is a cross-curricular priority in the Australian 

Curriculum and a vital aspect of the IBMYP my first and most important approach would be to 

encourage a greater awareness of its importance and ensure it is being addressed in all 

learning environments.  

My older brother is currently studying a PHD in sustainable entrepreneurship and we often have 

constructive conversations about my Geography teaching as he knows first-hand through 

extensive research the importance of sustainability and its impact on our ever-evolving world. 

Therefore, through more discussions with staff members at Blackwood, I was informed that in 

the last week of the school year in the past, there have been no set lessons and students could 

participate in alternative classes based on their interests. This would be a valuable opportunity 

to enlighten students of the importance of sustainability by allowing them to develop their own 

understandings, and thus could potentially develop a research project in more of an 

independent setting.  

Therefore, the following pitch (which is in early planning stages) is an example of how I could 

pull together numerous aspects learnt from the course to set into motion an event which creates 

a greater positive culture at Blackwood High School surrounding sustainability and the 

environment. This pitch is a contribution to: 

 The humanities faculty who support and teach Geography 

 The students who are eager to explore, research and present 

 The parents and community members who could attend the expo to engage in students’ 

academic achievements supporting the school 

 All teaching staff members who can work with a range of classes supporting them within 

their subject expertise 
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MY SUSTAINABILITY EXPO PITCH 

When: Last week of the school year (week 9, term 4). 

What: Students as inquiry-based learners tackle their interests and in small teams present a 
stall at the Blackwood Sustainability Expo held on the Friday in week 9.  

How: Students spend the week researching, planning and preparing their sales pitches, 
gathering resources and information. They can collect data on their own accord and present 
their findings however they please. Each year level or class could have set a select theme and 
session time for the day so students are given the opportunity to see their peers work. 

Each year levels focus is directly related to their Australian Curriculum/ IB Middle years 

Programme. Year eights would focus on landforms and landscapes or their changing nations 

unit by researching how through urbanisation humans are impacting many natural environments 

for example. It is important staff reiterate the emphasis of sustainability across all curricular 

areas, encouraging Maths, English, Arts and Science faculties for instance to jump on board 

and relate content to their teaching areas to. It is also important to address the importance of 

other cross curricular priorities such as the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives 

and Australians engagement with Asia which could also be easily intertwined in a number of 

creative ways. 

Through Mark Howden’s presentation he suggested that to tackle the upcoming challenge of 

climate change Australian education needs to shift its focus to the removal of barriers to 

increase motivation, encouraging a capacity and intent to change, and an empowerment for 

everyone to make a difference. He concluded this by stating the importance of educating 

students to take on differing perspectives. I absolutely believe that if Blackwood’s was to 

engage with a sustainability expo week to conclude the year – wrapping up the geography 

content with clear links to other subjects, the school could produce amazing results where 

students can visualise life-long learning and share with each other their creative ideas. I believe 

giving students of all year levels the opportunity to showcase their hard work is really important 

and something I have not seen much of at Blackwood this year. Notably however, it is essential 

that leadership at Blackwood and Staff are onboard with the commitment and will allocate the 

time to plan how students can get the most out of the week. Parents and anyone from the wider 

community would be welcomed to attend, and through preparation hopefully guest speakers 

could attend to run an engaging presentation or talk.   

Lastly, I understand that a heavy research task which will be presented to a large group of 

people does not cater for all student’s interest, readiness or comfort levels. Therefore, 

alternative participation activities can be suggested. An example could be a fund-raising stall 

selling sweets and goods or running a BBQ lunch. A primary school fete element could be 

added where there are games and prizes. Some students could run skill sessions teaching  
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others how to orienteer, use web programs relating to geospatial technologies or satellite 

imagery or simpler tasks of how to create, draw and read a map. I am interested to discuss the 

pitch with the humanities faculty in upcoming weeks and receive constructive feedback which 

can be used to hopefully create a) a greater interest and understanding of geographical 

concepts for students and b) increase the culture of the school by establishing a greater 

connection between students and their environments. 

CONCLUSION 

Applying for the GTASA conference scholarship has been one of the most rewarding 

experiences I was fortunate enough to be involved with this year. It has allowed me to critically 

consider how to make improvements in my own teaching by listening to the presenters and 

seminar organisers alongside the discussions had with experienced Geography teachers. 

Moreover, I am enthusiastic to see where the larger contributions to the school site can take me, 

and the opportunity this may bring to senior classes of Geography at Blackwood in the future. I 

look forward to being involved in more GTASA run conferences, am appreciative of the 

opportunity to attend and will continue to encourage students to make small changes in their 

daily lives that generate larger movements of global change. Hopefully I receive support from 

the school to get a Sustainability Expo Week up and running and am enthusiastic to take on the 

challenge.  

 

 

 


